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There were a number of reasons why the American government, 

press and ruling class generally were so hostile to Bolshevism in 

the years 1918-1920 as reflected in the Boston Heral~· Some of 

the charges against Bolshevism from the above-named quarters 

had to do with its alleged nsubservience to Germany," and supposed 

brutality. However, particularly as time went on, we can detect more 

basic objections to the Bolsheviks, principally, their concept of , v" 

a working class dictatorship~ and their perspective of and aid J.J-~ ·V" 
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premise of the Bolshevilfs···t:o be ope;).Iy:·--dpe-r.a.ting a class dictator- (/tf"' 
... _ ---..~~"" 

ship by and for the workers and lower classes ge~er~lly--;'··--Ar:::(~~:.~~-~~ial,_ 
on 9/J/18. for example~ dealing with a false report of Lenin~s .,death" 

explains that the problem with Lenin 11 s government was that it used 

its power "on behalf of the laboring class ••• The Lenine government ••• 

was a government of the people by a class of the people for the ad

vantage of that one class." TheHerald approvingly reports the 

similar message of U.S. Army Col. Edward L. Logan, head of the lOlst 

Regiment in Archangel~ who explains that "Bolshevism is not a democracy 

at all. Democracy is the rule of the people, every class represented 

and protected in its rights and all having a say in the government. 

Bolshevism means the rule of one class alone - the proletariat • ., (4/14/19) 

While the Herald and those it quotes refuse to admit the class 

nature of any and all governments~ it is particularly disgusted by 

what it sees as a dictatorship of the lower: classes~ by those who are 

not "fit to rule." This is the focus of a certain amount of reporting. 

One headline on 2/17/19 announces: "Red Rulers Riff-Raff Of Russia." 
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Another article entitled "Trot:z;ky Aims To Be The New Czar Of Russia 11 

(2/10/19) reports that when Trotzky declared a day of mourning for 

Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht(murdered leaders of the German 

revolution), the soldiers and sailors of Russia ignored the pro

clamation and "declared they were going to dance and enjoy them

selves as usual." Similar characterizations were reflected in 

headlines about Bolshevism elsewhere in Europe: "Motley Crew 

Runs Bavaria'• (4/1.5/19); and with horror~ uclerks Run Budapest 

Banks; Workmen Name Heads Of Factories"(J/J0/1.9)~, 
c v> . >r 

However~ it is not only slovenlyness.; of the workers® 

government that outrages the Herald§ but the actual measures taken 

in favor of the formerly subjugated classes. The edition of 10/26/18 

reports that Russian women have become state property and must 

register with a "bureau of free love~" The 3/9/19 edition quotes 

u.s, Ambassador to Russia David Francis at a Senate hearing com

plaining of the division of Russian land among the peasants and the 

ease of marriage and divorce in Russia. The 5/26/19 edition reports \ 

with relief that radical anti-Bolsheviks are planning to rectify the ) 

situation in Russia upon taking power by passing laws governing land/ 

controlling labor and regulating, but not owning, production and 

distribution. 
:~ 

Most of all~ the Herald is agast at what the Dictatorship of 
l\. 

the Proletariat means to business and the bourgeoisie. The edition 

of 8/2/18 reports that the Bolsheviks have "declared war" on the 

bourgeoisie of Russia. The 1/13/19 edition grimly jokes that ~·classes 

in Russia have been reduced to two: Bolsheviks and victims • ., But it 

is the report of 10/4/18 which most graphically illustrates the 



Herald's view of the diabolical nature of the Russian Revolution~ 

In an article entitled "Reds Wipe 0 ut Upper Classes* u the paper 

quotes a British businessman recently in Russia who reports with 

great pessimism and indignation that: 

Banks are in my opinion gone; investments in goods are 
confiscated~ safes opened, nothing is left~ You cannot 
close your business on the grounds that it doesn't pay, 
lest the officials hand it over to your employes to 
keep it going. If you have to discharge an employe~ 
you have to give three months notice and pay three 
months money into the unemployed fund ••• Women are in a 
pitiable plight~ •• their investments confiscated~ their 
jewelry confiscated or taxed beyond endurance, and even 
their stored furs appropriated for the working people3 •• 
The government workers had their wages raised 100% and 
they get preferential treatment in the use of bread 
cards. The educated man, such as the doctor, is bottom 
dog and gets nothing. 

The Herald also mourns for the harm done to international 

capital's interests in Russia. The edition of 4/9/19 complains 

of the audacity of the Bolsheviks who will not accept goods pro-

duced in sweatshops or convict labor, but will accept only -H1ose. 
produced "under trade union conditions." The edition of 2/7/20 

reports under the headline "Lenine Spoils Allied Plans~" that ''Lenine 

and Trotzky have double,~crossed the allies again," by retaining a 

state monopoly on foreign tradee A couple of weeks laterf the 

American Manufacturers Export Association is reported to have warned 

its members against trade with Russia since "safety and permanance 

of business cannot be obtained ••• "(2/16/20). 

The rule of workers, emancipation of women, and attacks on the 

rich can only be described in one way according to the Herald, ''the 

destruction of civilization." As an article entitled "Russia At 

The Mercy Of Disorder Worse Than .Any Czar 8 s Rule~' puts it; ••Russia 

is in that sad state where civilization is a mockery."(l/24/19). On 
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3/27/19~ it describes the Hungarian revolution as 11 Treachery To 

Civilization. 11 On 2/25/19~ the paper reported that "The Supreme 

Council [Or the allie§.l .... declined to renew diplomatic relations with 

soviet until it has adopted what was termed civilized methods of 

government. 1
' But perhaps the ultimate analogy for those outraged 

by Bolshevism was an advertisement which appeared on 2/19/19 that 

read as follows: 

ARE YOU A BOLSHEVIK? Bolshevism is based upon violencew 
relies upon force~ is deaf to reason. To force the 
bowels to move by taking castor oil~ pillis salts, mineral 
water~ etc.w is to outrage Nature and "B~l~hevik" the body. 

In:t.ernational Revolution 

The spector of international revolution~ and especially revo

lution in the U:..§.., figured promin~l}tly in the anti-Bolshevik 

fever of the period as reflected in the Herald. Much of this fear 

was related to the pronouncements of the Bolsheviks which openly 

stated their intention to do away with capitalism around the world. 

But what made the threat real to supporters of the existing system 

was the perception that revolution had indeed begun to spread throughout 

Europe and even to the U.S. This revolution was perceived to be 

directly related to, organized by and a result of the Bolshevik 

revolution. Therefore~ if we examine the Herald in the years 
~--··---.. ,.,.-----

1918-20~ we find that it showed a great concern for what it saw as 

developing revolutionary events and the path leading back to the Bol~ 

sheviks. 

One of the earliest reports on leged Bolshevik influence in 

the U.S. came in an article entitled 14 Documents Bare Black Bolshevik 

Treachery Toward U.S. 11 (9/17/l8), in which it was reported that secret 

documents had been found which showed that as early as 1911+ the 



Bolsheviks had been carrying out "socialistic propaganda" in the 

U.S. on behalf of the German war effort. However these documents 

were soon discredited by Kerensky 3 s rejection of them as forgeries@ 

and~ perhaps more importantly, because of the end of the war in 

November 1918. 

It was with the first real signs of spr~ading revolution in 

Europe that the tone .of the H_g,fald began to reflect a more general 

fear of worldwide Bolshevism. On November 11, 1918~ the same day 

that peace in Europe.-was announcedw the paper also reported that 

"Reds Rule Berlin. 3~ This report and many others on the revolution 

in Germany we .... ~e followed five days later by a report which quoted 

Victor Berger:/'~nti-war 11 but relativ~imoderate Socialist Party 

leader in the u.s. discuss:img the world situation at a Chicago rally. 

As the Herald reported it: 

Your list of the socialist soviet J0publics is now complete. 
You can add Sweden and Denmark and who knows how soon the 
United States~ our own countrr. may be on the list. God 
only knows what may .happen injthis country in the next year 
or two. We have the same conditions they had in Germany 
and Russia. We have the same kind of stomachs. Stand by 
your colors - the flag - your idea - and when I say flag, 
I mean the international flag.(ll/16/18) 

The paper's perception of how the Bolsheviks were operating inter

nationally becomes more clear in a report on 12/9/18 on John ReecPs 

speech to an audience at the Grand Opera House in Boston where reso-

lutions were passed against Ameri,9an intervention in Russia. Reed & 
~-·-- ······- ( iJ~a. . 

to the apparent ~~smerati_?.E-'::br the reporter, described how during the 
"""---~---·-

war Bolshevik infiltration of' the German lines and collaboration with 

the German soldiers had been responsible for the end of the war. He 

went on to report how the Russian embassy in Germany refused to re

cognize traditional etiquette by raising the red flag, refu~ to 
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present its credentials to the Kaiser, held a a' state dinner" with 

the leaders of the Sparticists as honored guests and brought 500 

diplomatically accredited revolutionary agents with them to Germany. 

As the German revolution proceeded to unfold through the end 

of 1918, the H~rald became more and more concerned with Bolshevik 

conduct internationally. On 12/23/18~ it reported that the Bolsheviks 

had established a school in Moscow for "international agitation~n 

and by 12/J0/18, its banner headline read "Red Terror Spreading; 

Flood of Bolshevism May Burst Over World.~~ On the same day~ the 

paper notes that Moisse;r Olgin 9 at a 1'Hands Off Russia 11 meeting in 

Boston called for the U.S. to get out of Russia and that the crowd 

cheered not only this demand~ but at every mention of the Bolshevik 

revolution. 

By 1/7/19, the Hera,'!.d reported "Reds Execute Coup In Berlin,ill 

and a nearby article announced the claim of the U.S. Department of 

Justice that there were 500~000 "reds" in New York City alone. The 

events in Germany continued to be of great concern to the He~~ 

despite reulgar reports such as that of 1/14/19 which stated 

"Sparticides Crushed.~· On the same day, another article stated 

"Bolshevik Peril Upsets Procedure Of Allies At Paris Peace Conference~ §I 

though this seems to be contradicted in another characteristically 

partisan headline announcing the uBerlin Press Optimistic~· for the 

prospects of crushing the revolution there. 

By mid-January, it is clear that the spect~r of Bolshevism 

internationally has grown large. The pape1of l/16/19 reported that 

President Wilson and the British leadership had decided that the 

spread of Bolshevism was uthe greatest danger'' they confronted w while 

another article announced uReds Trying To Seize Austria." An example 



of the anxiety over the growing international revolution shared by 

the HJilr..?J.l-g is another unashamedly anti":"'oommunist article ·Written 

the day after it reported the murder of Luxemburg and Liebknecht. 

It stated: i~Doubtless the German people will breathe more freely 

after the removal of the Spartacus danger incorporated in the person 

of Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg ••. "(l/20/19~. And three days latert 

the paper's concern about revolution had begun to include the Western 

Hemisphere as evidenced by two reports= "Reds 0 Doctrine S:preading 

Here," and uBolsheviki ,Ties Up Buenos Ayres Port."(l/23/19)0 

By February 1919, the attention of the paper wilS increasingly 

rivited on what it saw as the influence of Bolshevism in the u.s. 
The edition of 2/2/19 reports that passports for American Blacks 

to attend the Pan African Congress in Paris have been refused on the 

request of the French government as part of a general caution about 

radicalism@ Closer to home, the paper noted on 2/3/19 that Irish 

revolutiortry and trade union organizer, Jim Larkint had addressed 

a revolutionary meeting at Boston's Grand Opera House. Two days 

later 3 on 2/.5/19, the paper reported uiWW Men Take Charge At Lawrence," 

referring to the growth of revolutionary influence in the textile 

strike occuring in that city. The same day, the paper announced that 

the u.s. Senate had voted to begin a "probe of reds" in the near 

future. On February 10, 1919, the paper reported that a mass meeting 

of Lawrence strikers had cheered all mention of' the Bolsheviks. 

But the discussion of Bolshevism at home continued to reflect 

the developments of revolution abroad. The Herald reported on 2/23/19 

that Bavaria had declared itself a soviet republic and the next day 

announced "New Bavarian Government On Bolshevik Lines.u On 3/1/19, 
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. /) t J a promlfUl.!}_. politiciar:Ji(pposition to Wilson's League of Nations 

plan was quoted as saying~ "We are asked to move away from George 

Washington toward the other end of the line at which stands the 

sinister figure of Trotzky, the champion of internationalism." 

On 3/6/19, attention shiftdback to Lawrence where an article 

described a meeting of 7,000 workers who expressed support for 

soviet Russia and called for revolution in the u.s. On 3/11/19, the 

reports were escalating in nature, including the announcement that 

American revolutionaries(IWW's and Bolsheviks among others) were 

preparing a revolt in the u.s. in the near future. This was followed 
/"\ v 

on J/13/19 with the Aport that 200 "redsn had been arrested in New 

York, while elsewher~ in the country, Eugene V& Debs was quoted as 

saying that Lenin and Trotsky were the "foremost statesmen of the 

age." By 3/14--/1'9~ tne '-fera:l.d reported·:tllat.the 'U.S. government 

had found there to be 6,000 "redsu in the country preparing to 

destroy the government with a "Little Red Booku of unspecified 

contents. 

The sense that Bolshevism in the u.s. might be a reality was 

also reflected in a series of unsigned advertisements that began 

to appear in March~ perhaps published by the AFL. One of the first 

such ads appeared on J/15/19 and declared that "Standing firmJs united 

under the Torch of Liberty~ American Capital and Labor are mutually 

resolved to brook no interference in their common interests by the 

destructive forces of Bolshevism ••• The hostile Torch of Bolshevism 

must be kept from our shores." A few days later on J/18/19 another 

ad in the series promised that usince American Labor has helped make 

the world safe for Democracy, it can be depended on to make it safe 

from Bolshevism.u 



Developing events only seem to have provided further proof 

that all was not well. On J/l9/19w the paper carried a report on 

fighting between strikers and police at Lawrence and on 3/2L~/19 a 

headline announced "Hungary: To Declare War On The Allies; New 
I 

Government Has Made Common Cause lrJith Bolshevik~ In Moscow. 11 On 

the same day the paper reported that Peter Collins~ former head 

of the Boston Central Labor Union had claimed '~Reds Spending Thousands 

Here." Other international blows came in the next .few days. On 2/26/19~ 

a headline announced "Egypt In Revolt Says Churchill.u The next 

day a headline reported "Reds Extending Power Rapidly - Threaten 

Poland~ Hungary, Jugoslavia." (3/27/19). 
,, 

.fr 

The same day Ramsi~Y 
'\ 

MacDonald in Britain was re.ported as having said that the "Soviet 

Movement" was spreading rapidly, and another anonymous ad declared 

that "Bolshevism Is Treason." On 3/28/19~ the paper reported that 

the New Hampshire State Senate had outlawed revolutionary meetings 

-in that state. The next day the paper reported that Julian Arande, 

a journalist in Berne, Switzerland, predicted that Austria and Germany 

would 11
' go Bolsheviki" upon receipt of ti:e ~llied peace terms. Nearby~ 

a headline announced ''Lenine Bosses Hungarian Job." On 4/1/19, a 

headline read "Reds Control Johannesburg." and an article reported that 

the allies had intercepted a radio message from Bela Kun~ leader of 

the Hungarian soviet republic, to the Russian Bolsheviks voicing the 

opinion that revolutionary influence was spreading rapidlyw including 

in the U.S. 

The Herald was also quick to point out that the Russian Bolsheviks 

mad no secret of its intentions. A Herald correpondant~ Harold 

Williams~ dealt with this in an article on 4/J/19 where he wrote that 

Lenine frequently has changed his tactics, but he has 
never severed from his main purpose, which is to bring 



about a world revolution ••• He will give concessions if 
necessary. He already has given a big concession for 
the exploitation of natural wealth to a Scandanavian 
bank with a large American capital and a branch in Lon
don. He may fling down concessions as a bait to what he 
contemptuously terms the 'Anglo-Franco-American capitalists 
and imperialists. 0 He may even welcome economic aid to 
save himself from the appalling consequences of his own 
missrule in Russia~ but he will do all this with the 
one fixed object to open up connection with the allied 
countries and work for the overthrow of society in western 
Europe and America. 

On 4/ll/19w the Herald reported on what must have been an 

important blow to the self-confidence of the American ruling class -

the mutiny of Company I of the J39th infantry regiment of the 85th 

army division in Archangel when the troops receive'd orders to move to 

the front. According to reports in the paper~ the company refused 

to move until they were given information about when they were to 

be sent home. Later reports indicated that the mutiny may have been 

related to the distribution of Bolshevik propaganda among the troops 

(4/13/19). While there were few further reports on this mutiny, 

some articles in this period speculated that the discontent of the 

tro·ops involved in the mutiny was in fact widespread not only among 

all u.s. troops~ but was pervasive among the rest of the allied 

enlisted men in Archangel as we11(4/ll/19). 

Early April 1919 also reflected the continuing concern of 

the Herald and the world over European revolution. c~ editorial on 

4/14/19 criticized the invitation extended earlier to the Bolsheviks 

to the peace table since, the paper said, this had only led to the 

foundation of the Communist International and further attempts at 

international revolution. On 4/15/19, a headline read "Cloud of 

Bolshevism Is Descending Over Italy; Only Food Can Dispell It." The 

same day artother headline read "Motley Crew Rules Bavaria~ 11 and on 

4/21/19, another read uvienna Under Red Control." 
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The continuing rash of reports on international revolution led 

to a printed interview with Lenin entitled "Lenine Hopes To. 

Conquer World~" based on an interview obtained by a correspondant 

of the k<;mdon. Dai.l.y Cb..:rgpicl~-* According to the article~ Lenin 

put forward the position that 

A communist state cannot exist in a world of capitalist 
states* This is politically and economically impossible. 
The communist state must either convert the capitalist 
state to communism or succumb itself to capitalism. An 
apparent compromise between the two is conceivable for 
a short time~ but it can never be real or lasting@ They 
exclude each other mutually~ but it is with ideas not 
with armies that we shall conquer the world. 

The writer of the article made out of this that ~~ .•• some of his 

remarks are sufficiently frank and illustrative of the sinister form 

of moral insanity which distinguishes the Bolshevist mind to be a 

terrible warning to western Europe." (1/23 / tq) 
In between such discussions of world revolution came renewed 

reports of the influence of Bolshevism in the u.s. in part ular. 

The AFL-style ads continuedw and so did headlines such as that of 

4/25/19 which read !@Bolshevism In Printing Trades3"' But the end of 

April saw a continuing concern for the whole world as well~ as dis

played by an article on 4/28/19 entitled "Nearing Urges World Revolt~'' 

in which Scott Nearing, an American radicalt was reported to have 

given his own solution to the problem of world war: 

Unless I miss my guessw the next six months will see the 
combination of Russia, Germany, Austro-Hungary and other 
portions of central E,urope and that will be far more 
effective as a method of preventing war than any other 
league of nations now in existence.~.consider a revolutionary 
rising of the people, bringing with it the liberation of 
Ireland~ Egypt, Korea, the Phillipines and Porto Rico. 

The mont1of May 1919 was primarily preoccupied with revolution 

at home. On 5/2/19, another in the series of above-mentioned ads 
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proclaimed in large type: "American Labor - The Envy Of 'l'hem All.~~ On 

5/5/19, came a report of a pblice attack on 10,000 "reds" in Gary~ 

Indiana, and another ad which said "Labor Fought For Us In War -

Will Fight For Us In Peace.~~ On 5/7/19, an article reported that 
·'! ·, ~ 

' 1 ·, :thl Secretary of the Treausery had come to Boston to announce that 
J,J/' ,Jr 

'f:;:,:;f'~
1

subscripti.ons to the "V Loan" were "the surest means of shooting to 
rY.'v . { 

·..,_:,_,> .! 

death the spirit of Bolshevism. 11 A week later t Mayor Ole Hanson of 

Seattle told Boston employers how he 11Crushed Red Revolt." On 5/26/19~ 

the paper reported that, according to Ludwig Martens, the ~olshevik 
. "~ 
I/ representative in the u.s. ~ Lenin and Trotsky were about to launch 

a paper in the U.S. to be called Soviet Russia. 

On 6/1/19, came yet another alleged Bolshevik front, this time 

in Winnepeg, Canada, where, according to the Herald, strikers had 

invaded parliament and fought street battles with police and troops. 

A few days later(6/14/19), the paper announced the wholesale arrest 

of IWW 3 s and other radicals charged with carrying on a national bomb 

campaign, while on the same day plant guards in Toledo killed two 

strikers. On 6/5/19~ the paper quoted Frank A. Vanderlip, former 

president of the National City Bank of New York. praising the "national 

commonsense of Great Britain," in what was "very near a revolution.n 

On the same day, the Herald carried the report that Pittsburgh police 

'thad accumulated sufficient evidence to indicate that masterminds, 

secret emissaries of Nicholas Lenine, concocted the explosive plots here 

and in other eastern cities.u In the face of all of this, a H'?rald 

editorial on 6/6/19 entitled "Unredeemed Russia" declared that "Nothing 

has heartened the force of disorder everywhere so much as the spectacle 

of the Bolshevist triumph over law, order and humanity ••• The soviet 

system in Russia is a cancer on the body of civilization." 
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By mid-June, reports on the revolution in Europe again picked 

up. On 6/16/19 came a story on fighting in Zurich and the next 

day on a "Red Rising'' in Vienna. It was also in June that the 

I:feraj.d became more an.d more pre-occupied with the role of the 

Bolshevik representative in the U.S., Ludwig Martens. An example 

is a report on 6/21/19 which said that Max Eastman 3 a.n American 

radical 8 had addressed a meeting at Madison Square Gardens calling 

for a revolution in the U.S. Though he was in attendance, Martens~ 

according to the article" umade no remark or in any other way indicated 

that he did not thoroughly sympathize with the view of the audience 

regarding the overturn of the American government and the substitutioon 

of a dictatorship patterned after that of Lenine and Trotzky at Moscow.u 

The same edition carried an ad for the He;rald itself which used as 

bait the reoent report of radicalism in Canada: "WHAT ONE BIG UNION 

DID IN WINNEPEG- A vitally important article .... giving the facts 

~$\to the Bolshevism at our back door0 Read it in Tommorrowms Sunday 

·:J-~erald." "'Two days later (6/23/19), the pape~~;~rt·~-(f-tha·t British 
J!" ~-----"''"'"->, ,· 

(~;fl,,~i;PefoPS had mutinied in Surrey~ England and on the 27th that the u.s. 
/'iJ government was preparing to spend $2 million a month to ~'fight reds" 
y, JY . 

~t'\ in the U.S., this despite the article in the next day's paper(6/28/19) 
.~?\ • 
d ~eport1ng Thomas A. Edison's remarks that there could be no "radical 

.;: ' 

.i.r'1.,,solutionu in the U.S. since the American government gave workers a 
,,; r 4·~' \ 
1 l ·011,) ) 

r '\v ·~~fair deal. " 
.. ,l 
1f r1 July was a month of fear about revolution at home and abroad. 

' ( 
' j 

Samuel Gompers~ president of the AFL~ used the fear of revolution to 

warn that "Prohibition Encourages Bolshevik Radicalism!'(?/L+/19). Two 

days later(?/6/19) ~ carne the headline 10Soviets Hoist Red Flag In 

Florence." Soon after, .it was back to the U.S. with "Chicago In 



history has gripped Chicago." The report of a British miners strike 

(7/24/19) focused attention once .,agai:n on Englandf but the prize 

scare for the month was the attempt, reported in the edition of 

7/28/19, to paint Black resistance to the white race riots which were 

sweeping the country as the result of a Bolshevik "Plan To Stir Negro 

Revolt." This article announced that files of the government showed 

''That the Negroes of this country are the object of a vicious and 

apparently well-financed propaganda which is directed against the 

white people ••• ~ft a claim backed up by the report that the IWW~ 

radical socialists and communists were becoming more concerned with 

Black issues and that the Socialist Party had run a recruitment ad 

in an unspecified .Black magazine. 

August 1919 must have seemed a better month as far as the Herald 

was concerned, at least in the beginning, for it reported on 8/lJ/19 

after many false starts that Bela Kun had been overthrovm in Hungary, 

to the visit. to Budapest of Col. Cunningham of the u.s. 
·--:--:---"7-------·-----------~ 
next day, however, came a report of riots in Liverpool. 

' .. ~~\ p~l~-~: 
)J t 11~\\Army. The 
/11 --
[ '/ Perhaps most indicative of the general atmpsphere of ruling class 

' uncertainty at this point was an article in the business section of 

8/9/19 entitled "Agitation And Social Unrest Create Caution~ n a 

headline which speaks for itself. Yet, for some reason, the next 

day 8 s edition(B/10/19) carried an article by Charles Grantes labelled 

"Soviet Blow Fails To Land~" in which the author was relieved to venture 

that 11 This has been a week of real progress in Washington. .;;;everal 

very important matters have been cleared up. The most important is that 
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this is no soviet country. ·.f But the editors were not so s u.re. 

In an editorial on 8/13/19~ they reminded the world that events 

in Russia still had a great bearing on the potential for revolution 

elsewhere& and they asked 

m1at if it should happen that Kolchak were overwhelmed~ 
Deniken swept aside and soviet methods extended over the 
greater part of the territory which was once the Russian 
empire? It needs little imagination to reali~e the in
creased impetus with which the Bolshevist propaganda 
would then go out to other lands; only two days ago came 
the discovery in England of pamphlets by Lenine and Trotzky 
calling on all peoples to rise against capital, overthrow 
their governments and establish soviet regimes •. 

As if to echo the pointw the 9/19/19 edition reported that a 

Dr. Robert M. McElry ~ "educator," blamed Black unrest on IWW@s and 

Bolsheviks~ a qu~te incredible claim given the generous sprinkling 

of lynchings reported in the paper throughout this period. The 

claim about the Black-Bolshevik alliance was amplified on in the 

8/26/19 edition when the paper reported that South Carolina Rep. 

James F. Byrnes had announced that "Negroes Plan Soviets" after 

an appeal by W. E. B~ "DuBo to Blacks that after 11 fighting for 

Democracy" abroad, they consider doing so at home when confronted 

by racist violence. A closing note in August was the headline 

which read uBa!lsheviki Hold Out Hand To China" (8/28/19). 

September 1919 was the month that all hell broke lose at home 11 

despite the optimistic editorial on 9/6/19 which claimed that the 

newly formed American Communist Party and Communist Labor Party 

held "no attraction" for American workers. On 9/10/19, after several 

days of the Boston police strike, the paper reported that riots had 

taken place on a large scale in the city and that troops were being 

called in to restore control. 
I /7 

\.,)\~D.iJ2 i 
By 9/19/19~ hundreds of thousands 

of steelworkers had gone out for union recognition and by 9/20/19J 
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~~e miner~)ad walked off the job as well. Throughout this period 
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were reports of police attacks and killings of striker!iil. On 

9/28/19, the paper had to report another giant strike wave in 

Britain. The upshot of the September strikes in the u.s. as far as 

mru1y were apparently concerned was that put forward by a Rev. Elmer 

L. Cardy& whose views were made known by the ~ss 9/29/19 headline 

"Strikes Point To Sovietism." 

October :919 was a month in which Bolshevik plots at home 

were discovered everywhere. The 10/.5/19 edition quoted Senate 

hearings at which the steel strike was blamed on Bolshevism. An 

editorial on 10/11/19~ in another attempt to sort out the causes 

of class war at home explained that much of the problem was due 

to Lenin. The editors admitted that ~'as an individual, Lenin has no 

personal axe to grind, that he lives simply and keeps out of the orgies 
\ d 

which go on among his Bolshevist henchmen," but lay at his doorstep 

the blame for terror in Russia and the growth of world revolution. 

It is toward mid~month that the diScovery of new plots began. 

The edition of 10/1.5/19 announced that the Federal Government had 

uncovered an IWW-Bolshevik plot to overthrow the government and that 

it was this plot which was responsible for the wave of strikes across 

the country. On 10/20/19, the paper ran the headline "Boston 

Communists Demand The Overthrow Of The U.S. lrovernment. 1
' An 

ad on 10/22/19, placed by the "Bench and Bar Committee of the Irish 

Victory Fund" announced solemnly that "Where the Americanism of 

Theodore Roosevelt Lives The Bolshevism of Lenine and Trotzky Dies." 

On 10/25/19~ the paper announced the headline t!Bares Red Plot To 

Raise Army Of Revolution" in which it stated that "followers of 



Lenine and Trotzky in the steel city of Gary, Indiana ••• grew so 

bold this summer that they attempted organization of a mRed guard 0 

with discharged soldiers as the armed forces." An editorial of 

10/28/19 entitled "Learn From The Bolshevist 'Red .bible@~< reiterated 

the charge that Lenin and Trotsky were carrying on propaganda for 

revolution in the u.s. and abroad. Reflecting the growing repression 

against American radicals, the Herald reported on 10/Jl/19 the 

arrest of Marion Sproul, head of the Massachusetts Communist Party 

on charges of "promoting anarchy.u 

November was also a hot and heavy month on th~ome front~ 

The great concern of the ruling class can be grasped by a front-page 

headline on 11/6/19 which declared "Nation.Applauds Victory Of Coolidge 

As Crushing Blow To Radical Elements." On the same day, an editorial 

urged that the allies continue to bar trade with Russia on the 

grounds that the Bolsheviks were continuing to organize for the 

overthrow of world capitalism. By 11/6/19, the Herald announced 

"Far-Flung Raids Nip Nation-Wide Bolshevik Plot~~ and that hundreds 

had been arrested around the country as revolutionaries.. 'I1he next 

day@s paper reported the larger picture: "Raids Strike First Blow 

At Gang Plotting Downfall Of Nation - Plans Of Union Of Russian 

Workers Bared - More Radical Than Bolsheviki - Further Steps To Rid 

Land Of Noxious Aliens."(ll/:9/19). The Herald also began to focus 

more attention on revolutionary activity in Boston itselfe On 

11/10/19~ it reported that 11Boston °Redsij made, unsuccessful efforts 

yesterday to celebrate the second anniversary of the Bolshevik 

dictatorship of Lenine and Trotzky ••• " The same edition blared 

"Government Bares Red Plot To Murder And Destroy Nation" and that 

more than 1,000 radicals were being held across the country as uReds.u 
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The next day the paper went as far as to claim that the Bolsheviks 

in the u.s. had attempted to bring off an international revolution 

on November 7th, but had failed. The next day the paper reported the 

lynch.ing of an IWW member in Centralia~ v\fashington, and the "Drive 

Starts On Boston Reds.n At the same time, the day 0 s editorial, 

entitled "The Red Tide Ebbs" expressed its relief that the coal 

strike had ended. Nevertheless~ a major headline the next day 

(11/13/19) announced the 11 'War To The Death@ Against Whole Red 

Crew In North East. 11 
• This was followed by the headline on 11/14/19 

'
1 Boston Center Of Big Red Plot; Leaders Fleeing On All Sides; Centralia 

Assasin Named." The rest of the month carried similar headlines and 

articles. 

December was more of a period of reflection. While the general 

sensationalism about impending revolution and repression continued, 

so did attention for the world scene and the trail of revolution 

which led back to the Bolsheviks. On 12/10/19, the ~xcelsiq_{r~ 

a major paper in lVlexico City was quoted as warning of an impending 

soviet seizure of power in the Yucatan. The Herald expressed its 

extreme anti-"alien" and nRed" attitidue in a 12/17/19 editorial 

entitled "The Soviet Ark,n a reference to the ship which was carrying 

off hundreds of forei~1 born revolutionaries to other countries, in

cluding Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman. The editorial expressed 

the opinion that while the "Ark" was a step in the right direction, 

the law wasn't tough enough, with the result that there still wern 3 t 

enough deportations. Reverting its attention back to the overall 

"Bolshevik Plot" for world domination, the Herald on 12/24/19 relayed 

a report by a Ukranian news agency which claimed that the Bolshevik 

Red Army was recruiting 8,000 Chinese a day~ as part of Trotsky@s pla 
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to stir up a Chinese revolution which would then be followed by an 

"invasion of Western Europe." 

A new Bolshevik hick, according to the Herald~ was the use 

of jewels to{inance world revolution* including radicalism in the 

U.S. Not surprizingly, the paper of 12/26/19 reported the "Bolshevik 

Plan For Conquest of America," as well as a headline reflecting the 

ongoing U.S. fear for revolutionary events generally: uAmerican 

Interest In Old World Wanes \f\Jhile Crisis Menaces Europe - Italy 

On Verge Of Revolution - Austria Starving - panic Predicted In February -

This Country Deeply Concerned." The month finished off with further 

references to radicalism at home: nReds Pervade Empire State (12/27 /19L 

"Finns Here Are All Reds"(l2/28/19)t 01Nipping B0lshevism In The Bud" 

(12/31/19). 

January 1920 began with reports of further arrests of radicals 

numbering in the thousands(l/2/20j 1/3/20) and a major headline on 

1/4/20 declared "Radicals Planned To Expand Steel And Coal Strikes 

Into Revolution." On the same day an ad placed by McGraw Hill 

Publishers hopefully proclaimed that "1919 has been the radical 11 s 

year - 1920 belongs to the Sane Thinkers." More than ever, the 

Hera~Q, through a series of January editorials, maintained a hard 

line against any dealings with the Bolsheviks. An example a 1/9/20 

editorial reminding the world that while Lenin and Trotsky had proposed 

peace with the allies g the latter shoL1ld be careful as Trotsky had 

been quoted earlier as having said that "if in awaiting the imminent 

proletarian flood into Europe, Russia should be forced to conclude 

a peace with the present-day governments of the central powers~ it 

would be a provincial~ temporary and transitory peace.!! By reference 

to an editorial of 1/16/120, we can see that the new year had not 
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brought an end to ruling class uncertainty about the prospects 

for international revolution. As a headline on 1/16/20 reported: 

"Britain Faces Peril Of New War~" a reference to concern about 

Bolshevik influence in the Middle East, Turkey3 Persia and India. 

From an examination of the Herald alone it is not possible 

to determine to what degree successful revolution in various European 

countries and the u.s. was occuring, nor is it necessary to do so. 

What is clear from an analysis of the articles in the ~ald@ even 

without looking at other evidence~ is that major unheavels of a 

serious nature were occuring around the world and at home, that 

t,he ~~ ruling clas.s and revolutionaries alike believed in the 

enormous potential of impending worldwide socialist revolution, and 

that of thse groups, the Herald and the class it represented in 

particular, located the impetus for such revolution in the Bo 

shevik seizure of power and internationalist policies. Along with 

all the other reasons which the capitalist class had for fearing and 
J;) hating the olsheviks i the perception of world revolution must have 

ranked among the most compelling. After all~ to lose Russia was a 

tragedy~ but to lose the entire world to capitalism was the end of 

them and their world. 

A Few Notes On The Boston Herald 

There are many things that could be said about the style of the 

Bostqn Hera4_Q..~ but there are a few that stand out prominantly. F i:r·st 

of all, the great majority of articles are unsigned~ thereby making 

it difficult to identify the author and sometimes the source. Secondly~ 

the paper did not display a great concern for the accuracy for what 

it printed~ as evidenced by the many contradictory reports that appeared 

day after· dayt each without any reference to earlier reports. Thirdly, 
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the pap(";r was not interested in displaying its "objectivity"; articles 

were openly anti-Bolshevik and there was little difference between 

the tone of news reporting and editorials. Both forms made clear the 

political position of the paper. 
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